Swimming navigation, open-field activity, and extrapolation behavior of two inbred mouse strains with Robertsonian translocation of chromosomes 8 and 17.
Female mice from inbred strains carrying a Robertsonian translocation (nine CBARb and eight C57BL/6Rb) were compared with animals from their respective strains (seven CBA and nine C57BL/6) first in open-field activity (two exposures of 10-min duration), then during 5 days (with six trials each) in Morris' swimming navigation test, and finally, in their ability to extrapolate the future position of a food reward being moved slowly out of their reach. ANOVA (strain and translocation) revealed significant effects of Robertsonian translocations (Rb) in swimming navigation, Rb mice being impaired primarily in the initial phases of acquisition and during the first trials of platform reversal and the impairment being stronger in C57BL/6 mice. In the open field, Rb mice were as active as the normal strains but showed significantly increased path tortuosity and moved slightly faster. In the extrapolation task, Rb mice showed above-chance levels in moving to the target indicated by the disappearance of the stimulus, while normal mice chose at chance levels, but the translocation effects were not statistically significant. These data indicate that telocentric fusion of chromosomes may entail behavioral alterations, perhaps by subtle changes in neurotransmitters or limbic circuitry. The expression of such alterations, however, can be remarkably strain dependent.